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Object Of Life / 3min / 2021
Wri/Dir: Jack Parry | Prod: Marianna Parry
Object of Life is a playful critique of our life long love of things, giving a new take on an old
Greek Myth wrapped in some serious Balkan Brass.

Good Night / 8min / 2021
Wri/Dir: David Vincent Smith | Prod: Kate Separovich
A busy sound engineer (Clarence Ryan) accepts a last-minute recording job from a stranger (Caroline 
Brazier) instead of heading home to his family & is deeply affected by the song he’s recording.

You And Me, Before And After / 11min / 2021
Wri/Dir: Madeleine Gottlieb Prod: Cyna Strachan, Liam Heyen
Two adult sisters who love each other learn to like each other while getting their first 
tattoos.

Stonefish / 16min / 2021
Wri/Prod: George Pullar | Dir/Prod: Megan Smart | Prod: Nonny Klalie
A black comedy about an anxious young poet who accidentally sparks a war with his 
criminal neighbour when he tries to silence the relentless barking of his dog.

Giants / 15min / 2021
Wri/Dir: Eddy Bell | Producer: Nonny Klaile, Steven Rees, Luke Mulquiney
Intermittently filmed on the same farm over a period of 18 months, Giants plays out 
amongst the changing landscape of the worst drought in Australia’s history.

Sunnies / 11min / 2020
Wri/Dir: Ismail Khan | Prod: Skye Leon
After roaming the streets of his neighbourhood one morning, Malcolm, a troubled and 
somewhat delinquent teen, decides to steal a pair of sunglasses from the local shops – an

act that is later revealed to be part of a much bigger plan.

Across Borders / 12min / 2021
Wri/Dir: Abhishek Parasher | Prod: Felicity Parker-Hill
When an unruly neighbour moves in next door, Akash must choose between his ideology 
and the safety of his family.

Alba / 10min / 2021
Wri/Dir: Mariella Solano | Prod: Taylor Venter
An aspiring Peruvian-Australian performer must decide whether she’s dancing for others, 
or for herself. Alba is a story of diaspora and coming of age, illustrated through the 

traditional Marinera dance.

The Home Team / 25min / 2021
Wri/DirProd: Luke Cartwright | Prod: William Besly, Jake Brennan, Katherine Shearer
A romantic plumber and his unblinking wife are the only survivors of a suicide space cult. Two
decades after the others went Next Level, they’re still wearing capes, still trying to recruit 

members, and still not having sex. When a cancer scare forces them to face involuntary mortality, they 
rediscover the transcendent things down here on The Human Level. (starring Paul McDermott & Tara Morice)

Wanmari / 4min / 2021
Wri: Karen Rogers | Dir: Jake Duczynski | Producer: Courtney Collins
A Ngalakgan woman from Ngukurr, NT, just wants to catch a nailfish at her favourite 
fishing spot, Wanmari. But her family are thwarting her plans. When she sees an eagle, 

her grandfather’s dreaming, she remembers to use the knowledge she has of Country and soon, good luck 
comes her way.

Total Runtime: 115 mins

                                       

More info please visit: www.flickerfest.com.au 
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